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Many times and in the many meetings our GS told
that , Team Ahmedabad is a Role model for many
Regions , such a beautiful team was built up by Sri
Parekh Ji with the Help and support of Sri
Richhariya and other seniors .
If we recollect the EC meeting held at Ahmedabad
during June 2016, one person with great energy,
always with a smiling face, is busy in receiving the
guests’ one side and giving instructions to the
Volunteers on the other side, is none other than Sri
Shailesh Parikh Ji, DGS& CNT representing
Ahmedabad Region.
He did his commerce from H A College of commerce
and Law from Gujarat University. In his student days
he used to conduct study circles in the university and
used to lead the teams and have discussions on
various topics.
Shailesh ji is a great lover of Art, and have the habit
of Book reading, and collection of coins. In his leisure
time he used to do painting, and he has got a
personal library with various collections of more than
1000 books.
He has joined in our great institution in the year 1979
as a Clerk and got promoted as an officer in the year
1995. He has started participating actively in the
various association activities since he became the
officer. His talent and service towards the members
was got rightly identified by the then Seniors Like Sri J
C Dave , Sri J G Parmar and Sri K B Patel and then he
has been coopted as the RC Member .
By his continuous and effortless service he has been
to the central committee in the year 2010 and his
service was further recognized by our beloved leader
Mani sir by nominating him to the CNT.

When I have asked Shailesh ji, what is your priority,
he has told me that my priority is happiness on the
face of every member and all the members should feel
that, association is there for any eventuality with
them. He boldly told that, that type of team they have
built at Ahmedabad.
We read in the history that Great Lokmanya Tilak used
to conduct “Ganesh Chaturthi “festival as a tool to
unite the people to fight against the British Raj. Here
Shailesh ji used to conduct Deepavali, Holy, and Beau
to unite the members.
What a great thought!
When I have asked which gave the most satisfactions
as a trade union leader, he has quoted a real incident,
while telling he was quite emotional too, when father
of One employee expired and that person is from
outside Gujarat, that employee is finding it difficult to
perform final rituals, at that time due to the
motivation given by the GS, around 25 Canpals
gathered in no time and conducted entire funeral
process.
That person never forgets CBOA in his life time. He
strictly believes that, office bearer should be
disciplined, punctual, and should contribute more to
the Bank.
He is very punctual never late to the office. Whether it
is TM Section, Premises Section, Branch he
contributed his might, and his services towards bank
were well recognized by the higher officials.

When I have asked him, which gave you most satisfaction during your entire tenure, he has informed
that, the work done by him DURING EARTHQUAKE IN GUJARAT IN THE YEAR 2002.
He is also a good Singer and used to get relief from the pressure by singing the songs of Mohd Rafi,
Mukesh etc. We have to learn so many things from Sri Shailesh ji, who has built such a united team in
Ahmedabad.
He is going to retire from the service on superannuation in the year 2018.
Shailesh ji you are such a great personality,
and we owe a lot to you. SALUTE TO YOU SIR.
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